














#15. Make a visual joke - Completed by Sally Archer



#5. Invent a time machine - Completed by Rory Blofield



#18. Make fruit more interesting - Completed By Nicole Vernon











#23. Knit something peculiar - Completed by Lisa  Donaldson







#7. Tell someone you love them - Completed by Alex Rogers



#14. Feed the birds in an interesting way - Completed by Hanna Irvine





#1. Draw fake facial hair on four friends and photograph them - completed by Ash Marsh



#21 Display some kind of word play - completed by Sarah Witek 









#18. Make fruit more interesting - Completed By Richard Walton





#12. Sew the first patch for a patchwork quilt - Completed by Bryony Edwards







#15. Make a visual joke - Completed by Tim Jamieson











#16. Depict your happiest moment - Completed by James Powis Eagers



#24. Show me evidence of your most addictive habit  - Completed by Ben Wrigglesworth 











#17. Decorate a friend - Completed by Xander Mitchell



#10. Make a paper snowflake - Completed by Lucinda Smith







#8. Make a piece of art depicting a recent dream - Completed by Gregory Cavanagh







#20. Put on your favourite record and draw - Completed By Grace Owen







#20. Put on your favorite record and draw - Completed by Gregg Durose







#19. Draw a map - Completed by Kirsty Pook





#9. Send some words of encouragement - Completed by Sam Bourne







#25. Create a poster for your favourite band - Completed by Dan Taylor





#3. Bake an extraordinary cake - Completed by Skye Portman







#4. Photograph something that makes you smile - Completed by Alex Nicholson





#13. Confess something - Completed by Elham Kaveh



#17. Decorate a friend - Completed by Ellen Durkin







#2. Depict one of the seven deadly sins - ‘Gluttony’ Completed by Lydia Hartley





#6. Solve world peace- Completed by Rhiannon James







#22. Create an image using only foodstuffs - Completed by Kirsty Pook



#2. Depict one of the seven deadly sins - ‘Vanity’ Completed by Danielle Morrison








